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Suggested
Website
Enhancement



Try & Buy
Trying furniture in virtual environment helps customers to visualize & take
decisions quickly and easily

View Room select wall & 
change colour

Select Furniture from room 
image

View listing of different 
options available for 

selected furniture

Select furniture from the 
listing

View in virtual 
environment

How it works?



Order for Custom Furniture
• We recommend to have option for customers to provide more details for custom furniture online.
Customer should be able to select furniture and enter custom dimensions and requirements and
then request for a quote.

• Admin will be able to view custom requirements and reply to the customers with Quote from
backend.

Provide “Customize & 
Get Quote” feature. 



Frequently Bought Together Listing
Make it easier for your customers to spend more with this up selling feature. This add-on displays
related or bundled Products in a “Frequently Bought Together” carousel beneath the main Product
detail. Customers can add additional Products right to their cart along with the base Product. It’s
perfect for selling related items or advertising bundled Products.



Product Types in Product Listing

We recommend to provide Product Type filter with image to make filter more graphically
informative .



Best Selling product listing in Product Listing

We recommend to show Best Seller products below the product listing which will make customers
aware about the trending product.

$ $



Recent View Feature

We recommend to provide Recently Viewed Products listing which was recently viewed by the
customer, so that customer can pickup from where they left.



Multiple Image Icons

Recommend to move thumbnail images on left side of main big image for users to easily navigate
thorough the images without any scroll down.



UI/UX Related Bug 

Compare functionality is displaying twice.



Decimal Values

Inconsistency in placing “Dot”[ . ] or “Coma”[ , ]



Shopping Cart

Without titled button is displaying near “Remove Button” which is functionally working same. We
recommend to remove it



Product listing Layout

Product Listing layout has duplicate symbols functioning randomly. We recommend to remove
duplicate ones



Responsive Design Bugs

Text
alignment
issues

A line as strike 
through is 
appearing



General Suggestions

• Recommended to add ratings & reviews will help to enrich the brand image and brand value
amongst the customers.
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